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Under the background of carbon peak and carbon neutralization, it is vital to study the
impact of digital economy on carbon emission reduction. Based on a provincial panel data
from 2013 to 2019, this paper establishes a dynamic panel model, a dynamic spatial
autoregressive model, and a dynamic threshold model to study the impact of digital
economy on carbon emission intensity. Our findings show that digital economy has a
significant inhibitory effect on carbon emission intensity. Results of regional heterogeneity
show that the central region can transform the impact of digital economy on carbon
emission reduction more efficiently. After adding the time lag term of carbon emission
intensity, the impact coefficient of digital economy is still significant. Carbon emission
intensity has obvious spatial effect, and the carbon emission of adjacent areas will
significantly inhibit local carbon emission reduction activities. Under the threshold of
innovation and environmental regulation, the emission reduction effect of digital
economy is different. For regions with low technological level, digital economy is
difficult to give full scope to its emission reduction advantages. At the same time,
stricter environmental regulations can cooperate with digital economy to accelerate
regional carbon emission reduction. Therefore, China should continue to improve the
construction of digital infrastructure and promote the reform and innovation of enterprise
digital technology in order to release the carbon emission reduction effect of digital
economy.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

The spread of COVID-19 has caused economic losses such as global supply chain interruption
(Nikolopoulos et al., 2021) and the slowdown of the aviation industry and other transportation
industries (Liu et al., 2022). At the same time, the substantial decrease of economic activity has
reduced global carbon dioxide emissions. However, with the gradual economic recovery in various
countries, carbon dioxide emissions from local production and living activities have shown a
retaliatory growth trend (Wang et al., 2020). As the first economy to recover from COVID-19, China
has continually faced environmental pollution problems (Yang et al., 2021). As the world’s largest
carbon emitter, China has not only acted responsibly as an advocate in addressing climate change but
is also committed to finding a new path of carbon emission reduction. At the General Assembly of
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the United Nations in 2020, the Chinese government proposed
the goal of achieving carbon peak in 2030 and carbon
neutralization in 2060, demonstrating China’s determined
resolution to reduce carbon emission. In recent years, China
has responded to climate change by upgrading carbon emission
reduction technologies and adopting various carbon emission
reduction measures. In 2021, the Chinese scientific research team
released the global carbon flux data set based on China’s first
carbon satellite, marking that China has the ability to
quantitatively monitor the global carbon budget. In July 2021,
China’s first carbon emission market officially began trading. In
October of the same year, The State Council issued the Action
Plan for Peaking Carbon Emissions by 2030, proposing that by
2030, carbon emission intensity would be reduced by over 65%
compared with 2005. In November 2021, The People’s Bank of
China has set up carbon emission reduction support tools to help
enterprises with large space for carbon emission reduction from a
financial perspective. The high energy consumption oriented by
resource consumption needs to be transformed (Irfan et al.,
2021), and the problem of economic slowdown caused by
COVID-19 needs to be solved urgently. Sustainable
development and high-quality economic development are the
inevitable choices to deal with the above problems (Yang et al.,
2022).

Meanwhile, the digital economy has become the backbone of
the new round of industrial reform in China. COVID-19 has
accelerated the application of digital technology (Amankwah-
Amoah et al., 2021). The combination of the digital revolution
and technological innovation has paved the way for the fourth
industrial revolution (Wang angWang, 2020). Meanwhile, digital
platforms provide many employment opportunities, and those
with advanced technological skills are accelerating the
digitization process (Zaman and Sarker, 2021). In recent years,
the digital economy has developed rapidly and the digitization
process is steadily advancing in most emerging economies,
especially in Asian countries. Digital government affairs such
as electronic identity authentication have facilitated convenience
in daily life and solved the problem of information asymmetry
between the government and other enterprises (Yang et al., 2014;
Liu et al., 2021). The gradual improvement of digital
infrastructure has laid the foundation for the rise of
e-commerce in various countries. Consumers are able to read
detailed descriptions, view photos of goods, and even compare
prices with intelligent software, which reduces not only the time
and cost of shopping but also the information asymmetry
between consumers and goods (Li et al., 2020). The digital
economy has contributed to cross-border business
development (Autio, 2017), business opportunities (Smith
et al., 2017; Von Briel et al., 2018), an intelligent
transportation network (Ablyazov and Asaul, 2021), and a
shared economy (Sutherland and Jarrahi, 2018; Pouri and
Hilty, 2021).

In addition, the digital economy also has the potential to
prevent and control pollution. The application of digital
technologies shortens the distance between upstream and
downstream industries, realizes the optimal allocation of
inventory, improves the efficiency of supply chain distribution,

and reduces unnecessary losses in transportation (Watanabe
et al., 2018). Furthermore, the digital economy can break the
boundaries of time and space (Richardson, 2020), simplify steps
of information flow, reduce unnecessary waste of resources,
eventually improve carbon performance (Zhang et al., 2022),
and help economically underdeveloped areas solve energy-related
problems (Xu et al., 2022). Due to the continuous advancement of
digital processes in the energy field, improved carbon efficiency
will reduce the growth rate of digital emissions (Zhou et al., 2022).
The improvement of digital production structures will make
energy use safer and more efficient, improve green total factor
productivity (Zhang et al., 2021), and realize the sustainable
development of resources and environment (Hosan et al.,
2022). Digital production can also reduce power generation
(Wang J. et al., 2022), improve resource utilization (Shao
et al., 2021) and green innovation output, and make positive
contributions to the development of green and circular
economies (Kristoffersen et al., 2020; Uçar, 2020; Kivimaa
et al., 2021; Yue et al., 2021).

Most of the existing literature separates the digital economy
from carbon emissions; very few articles discuss the impact of the
digital economy on carbon emissions. From the existing limited
literature, some researchers focus on implicit carbon emissions
and carbon emission performance (Wang P. et al., 2022; Zhang
et al., 2022), or pay attention to the spatial effect and intermediary
factors of digital economy on carbon emissions (Li and Wang,
2022). From the perspective of existing research, there is a long-
term cointegration relationship between digital economy and
carbon emissions (Ma et al., 2022). From the perspective of
digital industry, its direct structural effect reduces the implied
carbon emissions, but its indirect structural effect has the
opposite effect (Wang J. et al., 2022). Firstly, based on the
existing literature, the researcher will sort out the path of the
impact of digital economy on carbon emissions in this paper.
Secondly, the researcher will focus on carbon emission intensity,
which is the target index of reaching carbon peak; the time-lag
term of carbon emission intensity will be incorporated into the
empirical model to establish a dynamic spatial panel model.
Thirdly, the researcher will establish a threshold regression
model to study whether the impact of the digital economy on
carbon emission intensity will change under different levels of
scientific and technological innovation and environmental
regulation and to study the threshold effect of digital economy
decomposition indicators, respectively.

2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

The impact mechanism of the digital economy on carbon
emission reduction can be summarized in five ways. The first
is the effect on industrial structure optimization. Digital inclusion
can drive the digital transformation of traditional enterprises, and
the continuous penetration of digital technology can eliminate
information asymmetry among enterprises. The emergence of
data, a new factor of production, can reduce the excessive
dependence of enterprises on resources (Ren et al., 2021),
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optimize the allocation of resources, weaken the boundaries of
economic activities (Eapen, 2012), and promote transformation
of enterprises to green and low-energy consumption. The second
is the effect on technological innovation (Weina et al., 2016). The
application of digital technologies such as cloud computing
reshapes enterprise production, management, and sale, and
further allocates the use of resources, such as to plan pollution
treatment strategies through digitization to build a new platform
for safe, green, low-carbon resource utilization. The third way is
the effect on resource utilization. Digital economy can improve
total factor productivity (Diaz-Ramos et al., 2019; Pan et al.,
2022), minimize loss of energy allocation, and gradually drive
consumers to develop digital habits such as using a paperless
office, attending online conferences, and reading e-books (Bai,
2021). Big data and other digital technologies can provide
personalized service experiences and optimization schemes
intelligently by collecting exclusive energy consumption habits
of enterprises and individual users. The fourth is the effect on
international competitiveness. Digital technology can solve
problems in the process of exporting original products, such
as complicated procedures and long customs clearance times,
which improves the efficiency and success rate of commodity
trading and reshapes the international industrial chain and
regional trade model (Li et al., 2020). The fifth is the
intelligent effect of supervision platforms. The establishment of
carbon emission trading markets is inseparable from the
application of digital technology, which has curbed the carbon
emission violations of a small number of enterprises. Intelligent
carbon emission supervision platforms realize the power of
energy-saving planning in advance, real-time supervision in
the process, and prevention management after the event.
Enterprises can reduce the information asymmetry of
pollution behavior in supervision by realizing accurate and
efficient management of carbon emissions.

Hypothesis 1: The digital economy can reduce the intensity of
regional carbon emissions.

Judging from the current development of China’s digital
economy, there has been unbalanced development in both the
manufacturing industry and the intelligence industry. Most
enterprises have stagnated in the “internet +” stage and have
not stepped into the “artificial intelligence” field. Because
carbon emission is the unexpected output from enterprises’
economic activities, the production activities of enterprises
located in different spaces are bound to be affected by the
overall local technical level. Digital technology can help
enterprises realize real-time tracking of supply chains
(Centobelli et al., 2020), simplify production processes, and
improve supply chain efficiency by using cloud technology
and carry out dynamic monitoring and early warning of
pollutant emission at the same time. Use of digital
technology will fundamentally change the production and
life efficiency of enterprises (Ranta et al., 2021). Some
enterprises in high-tech areas will use digital technology
more actively to maximize expected output and minimize
carbon emissions. In addition, the popularity of digital
facilities affects consumers’ consumption behavior.
Consumers in areas with adequate digital support facilities

will have a variety of digital consumption choices. In the long
run, digital consumption choices will have a positive impact
on regional carbon emission reduction. Judging from the
current development of China’s digital economy, there is a
trend of deep digitization in the eastern region and sluggish
digitization in the western region. Therefore, the digital
technologies that enterprises can master vary among
different regions, which may lead to the heterogeneity of
the impact of digital economy on carbon emission intensity.

Hypothesis 2: There may be regional heterogeneity in the
impact of the digital economy on carbon emission intensity.

5G and other digital technologies have set off a huge wave of
change in the intelligence, manufacturing, and service industries,
with infinite scalability (Attaran, 2021). As a highly permeable
and leading economic form, it can enable all links of enterprise
production comprehensively and boost the transformation of
energy structure (Lyu and Liu, 2021). Digital technology needs to
cooperate with digital infrastructure and digital talent to make full
use of its advantages. Therefore, in the early stages of the
development of the digital economy, if digital support facilities
in a region are not complete, the system construction will be
outdated, the technical tools will not be fully mastered by firms,
and the cumulative effect of the digital economy may be hidden.
In addition, environmental regulations are an important factor
that affect the green development of enterprises (Meng et al.,
2020), like the renewable energy structure affect enterprises
(Polzin et al., 2015). Appropriate environmental regulations
can establish comparative advantages for green enterprises,
whereas regulations that are too strict will be a heavy burden
to enterprises. Low-carbon technology can play a role in emission
reduction only when environmental regulation reaches a certain
level. In areas with stricter environmental regulations, enterprises
are more inclined to choose green processing technology to
achieve emission reduction. Digital technology is favored by
enterprises because of its low cost, high return and replicable
characteristics.

Hypothesis 3: The threshold effect of scientific and
technological innovation and environmental regulation may
exist in the impact of the digital economy on carbon emission
intensity.

3 VARIABLE SELECTION AND MODEL
CONSTRUCTION

3.1 Variable Selection
Due to the lack of data in Tibet, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan,
this paper uses the data of 30 provinces in China as research
sample. The data comes from China energy statistical yearbook,
China Statistical Yearbook, China Science and technology
statistical yearbook and statistical yearbooks of provinces and
cities.

Carbon emission intensity (TCO2) is the explained
variable, which measures the amount of carbon dioxide
consumed per unit of GDP. Eight kinds of main
consumption energy are selected, we refer to IPCC to
calculate carbon emission as follows:
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CO2 � ∑
8

i�1CO2,i � ∑
8

i�1Ei × NCVi × CEFi × COFi ×
44
12

(1)

The level of digital economy (DGC) is the core explanatory
variable. Based on the measurement standard introduced by Li
et al. (2021), this paper constructs the measurement of digital
economy index, determines the weight of each index through
entropy weight method, and calculates the digital economy index.

The threshold variables are scientific and technological
innovation (IN) and environmental regulation (ER). Scientific
and technological innovation (IN) is measured by the proportion
of scientific and technological expenditure in local financial
expenditure, while environmental regulation (ER) is measured
by the ratio of industrial pollution investment to GDP.

In this paper, the control variables are: Industrial structure
(ISU), which is measured by the ratio of the added value of the
tertiary industry to the added value of the secondary industry.
Economic development level (PGDP) is measured by the ratio of
regional GDP to resident population at the end of the year.
Foreign direct investment (FDI) is measured by the total
investment of foreign-invested enterprises. Income of residents
(INCOME) is measured by per capita disposable income of
residents. Government expenditure (EXP) is measured by the
ratio of regional general public service expenditure to public
budget expenditure. Energy consumption is measured by total
regional energy consumption. Green coverage rate (GREEN) is
measured by the green coverage rate of built-up areas. In order to
alleviate the influence of heteroscedasticity, control variables are
all logarithmicized.

3.2 Model Establishment
Based on the STIRPAT model of population, economy and
Technology (York et al., 2002), this paper establishes the basic
model formula (2) to verify hypothesis 1, in which i and t
represent specific cities and years, respectively. tco2it represent
carbon emission intensity, DGCit measure the level of digital
economy, Xit expressed as control variables, μi and φt expressed
as individual and time fixed effects respectively, and εit expressed
as random disturbance terms.

tco2it � β0 + β1DGCit + ΣβcXit + μi + φt + εit (2)
The first-order carbon emission intensity (L.tco2it) is added as

the explanatory variable, and establish the dynamic panel model
formula (2) of the time lag term of carbon emission intensity:

tco2it � γ0 + γ1DGCit + γ2L. tco2it + ΣγcXit + μi + φt + εit (3)

3.2.1 Dynamic Panel Space Measurement Model
Considering that carbon emissions may have spillover effect, this
paper uses anti geographic matrix to construct spatial
econometric model. Before model construction, Moran’s I
index, LM test and LR test shall be calculated. Firstly, the
Moran’s I index of carbon emission intensity of each year is
calculated. From the results in Supplementary Appendix Table
S2, it can be seen that the Moran’s I value of each year from 2013
to 2019 is significantly positive, which represents the aggregation

of regions with similar carbon emission intensity, but this impact
shows a gradual decreasing trend. Secondly, the LM Test is
conducted to determine the types of spatial econometric
models. The p-value in LM SEM test and robust LM SEM test
are all greater than 0.10, which means, it is considered that the
spatial error term does not exist. And the p-value in LM SAR test
and robust LM SAR test is less than 0.10. Therefore, it is
considered that the spatial autoregressive (SAR) model should
be established. After LR test, the results in rows 8-9 of
Supplementary Appendix Table S3 show that SDM model
can be degraded into SEM or SAR model. Combined with LM
test results, this paper believes that the SARmodel is more robust.
Lastly, combined with the results of Hausman test and LR test of
fixed effect, this paper adopts the spatial autoregressive model of
individual fixed effect (4):

tco2it � α0 + ρWtco2it + α1DGCit + α2L.tco2it + ΣαcXit + μi + εit

(4)
ρ is the spatial coefficient, W is the spatial weight matrix, α2 is the
lag term coefficient of carbon emission intensity, and the
interpretation of other variables is the same as that of the
benchmark model (2).

3.2.2 Dynamic Panel Threshold Model
Before establishing the threshold model, we test whether there is a
threshold effect on the impact of digital economy on carbon
emissions first. Then, we set the threshold variable as scientific
and technological innovation (IN) and environmental regulation
(ER), and conduct self-sampling for 300 times. The results are
shown in Supplementary Appendix Table S4. When scientific
and technological innovation is used as the threshold variable, the
digital economy index and decomposition index have
significantly passed the first threshold test. At the same time,
when environmental regulation is used as the threshold variable,
the digital economy index and decomposition index also
significantly pass the double threshold test. γ1 and γ2 are first
threshold of innovation and first threshold of environmental
regulation, while ζ1 and ξ1 are the lag coefficient of carbon
emission intensity. Therefore, dynamic threshold models (10)
11) are established:

tco2it � ζ0 + θ1DGCit(IN< γ1) + θ2DGCit(IN≥ γ1)
+ ζ1L.tco2it + Σζ cXit + εit (5)

tco2it � ξ0 + λ1DGCit(ER< γ2) + λ2DGCit(ER≥ γ2)
+ ξ1L.tco2itΣξcXit + εit (6)

4 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

4.1 Distribution of Carbon Emission
Intensity and Digital Economy Index in 2013
and 2019
Figures 1, 2 draw the distribution map of carbon emission
intensity of provinces and cities in 2013 and 2019 through
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ArcGIS 10.7, and Figures 3, 4 draw the distribution map of digital
economy index of provinces and cities in 2013 and 2019, respectively.
Horizontally, the carbon emission intensity of Qinghai, Guizhou,
Henan and other places has decreased significantly, while
Guangdong, Zhejiang, Fujian and other places have always
maintained a low level of carbon emission intensity, but the
carbon emission intensity of Inner Mongolia and Shanxi is still
high. However, from the original data, the carbon emission
intensity of these two places has decreased. It can be said that the
overall carbon emission intensity across China has a significant
downward trend. At the same time, Figure 1 and Figure 2 have
a certain difference in carbon emission intensity between the north
and the south, whichmay be due to the fact that the north still adopts
the heating method of burning coal, and the fossil energy consumed
has caused higher carbon emissions. In terms of digital economy
index, Beijing has always been in the first echelon of digital economy
development. Sichuan, Guangdong, Zhejiang and other places have
strong digital economy strength, and the digital economy level of
other provinces and cities has been improved. This is inseparable
from the Chinese government’s attention to the development of
digital economy, the great breakthrough of digital technology and the
improvement of digital infrastructure in recent years. From the
perspective of regional heterogeneity, the level of digital economy
shows an upward trend from theWest to the East. The development
of digital economy in the western region is generally deficient, the
development of digital economy in the central region is average, and
the level of digital economy in the eastern region is ahead the other
regions.

From the vertical perspective, the carbon emission intensity of
Beijing, Zhejiang, Guangdong, Jiangsu and other places with high
digital economy level in 2013 is low, and that of Xinjiang,
Qinghai, Heilongjiang, Gansu and other areas with poor
digital economy development is high. In 2019, the carbon
emission intensity of Sichuan, Jiangsu, Tianjin, Henan and
other places with rapid development of digital economy
decreased significantly, and the further development of digital
economy in Qinghai, Liaoning, Shaanxi and other places also
reduced the carbon emission intensity.

4.2 Benchmark Regression
Model (1) in Supplementary Appendix Table S5 is the
benchmark regression result. From a national perspective, the
digital economy significantly inhibits the carbon emission
intensity. Specifically, for every unit of digital economy
development, the carbon emission intensity decreases by 27.15
units. This conclusion verifies hypothesis 1. Digital economy has
penetrated into various regions at a lower cost. The application of
digital technology can improve the production efficiency and
resource utilization of enterprises. The rational allocation of
resources can help regional carbon emission reduction by
coordinating and balancing the energy structure. In terms of
control variables, under the 1% confidence level the upgrading of
industrial structure and energy consumption have increased the
carbon emission intensity. The flow of industrial structure
towards rationalization and upgrading can adjust the energy
structure, but the carbon emission released in its

FIGURE 1 | Distribution map of carbon emission intensity in 2013.
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transformation and upgrading is more than that of emission
reduction. Therefore, to a certain extent, the upgrading of
industrial structure interferes with carbon emission reduction.
In addition, China is still in the stage of massive consumption of
fossil energy, with fossil energy consumption exceeding 80%. The
problem of carbon emission caused by the combustion of non-
renewable energy has not been completely solved, which has
restricted the realization of peaking carbon dioxide emissions and
achieving carbon neutrality. At the same time, the level of
economic development, residents’ income and governmental
investment have significantly reduced the intensity of carbon
emissions. In areas with high level of economic development and
residents’ income, residents will have a strong desire to pursue
green life and put the concept of green life into action and
generally adopt an environmentally friendly lifestyle, which is
more conducive to regional carbon emission reduction.
Government investment provides a strong backing for the
completion and application of infrastructure such as
digitization. At the same time, regional governments put
forward targeted carbon emission reduction suggestions,
encourage and support more enterprises and residents to join
the team of carbon emission reduction, accelerate the
transformation of enterprises to the direction of low energy
consumption and high efficiency, and provide conditions for
carbon emission reduction.

Models (2)–(4) in Supplementary Appendix Table S5 are
the heterogeneity test of the impact of digital economy. The
impact coefficient of digital economy on carbon emission

reduction in the eastern region is −11.1239, while the
absolute value of the impact coefficient of digital economy
in the central region is the largest. Compared with the eastern
region benefiting from digital economy for a long time, the
development of digital economy in the central region is in the
stage of rapid development. The application of digital
technology, an emerging technology, provides cleaner and
greener production technology for the industrially developed
the central region and helps enterprises optimize production,
operation, and sales processes. Therefore, compared with
other regions, this influence coefficient is the largest. The
impact coefficient of the western region failed to pass the
significance test. Although the development of digital
economy in the western region has improved to a certain
extent from Figure 3 and Figure 4, the level of digital
economy in the western region is still poor from the
original data. At the same time, the market development
level is limited, and the emission reduction effect of digital
empowerment cannot be maximized, which may cause the
situation that the emission reduction effect is offset by the
resources consumed by the application of digital technology.
Therefore, the role of digital economy in emission reduction
in the western region is not significant.

4.3 Dynamic Panel Model
The first-order lag term of carbon emission intensity (L.tco2it) is
added to the model (1) in Supplementary Appendix Table S6,
and the lag term is significantly positive. The carbon emission

FIGURE 2 | Distribution map of carbon emission intensity in 2019.
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intensity has time lag, that means the carbon emission intensity
will improve its own carbon emission in the next period. The
core explanatory variable digital economy is significantly
negative, which is consistent with the conclusions in
Supplementary Appendix Table S5. In models (2)–(4) in
Supplementary Appendix Table S6, the three decomposition
indicators of the digital economy index are taken as
explanatory variables, and they all significantly inhibit
carbon emissions, indicating that the digital economy can
contribute to carbon emission reduction through three
directions: digital infrastructure, digital inclusive and
digital transaction. In models (2)–(4), the lag term of
carbon emission intensity is significant under 1%
confidence, and the three decomposition indexes are
significant under 5% confidence. In terms of the control
variables, the transformation of industrial structure and
energy consumption still improve the intensity of regional
carbon emissions, and the improvement of economic
development level and residents’ income has a significant
inhibitory effect on carbon emissions. On the impact of the
level of digital infrastructure on carbon emission intensity, the
government investment is significantly negative. The
government’s capital investment is conducive to the
construction of digital platform and provides financial
support for the improvement of digital infrastructure,
which can help the digital economy display its advantages
and is beneficial to carbon emission reduction. In the impact

of digital trading level on carbon emission intensity, the
increase of residents’ income can significantly reduce
carbon emissions.

4.4 Dynamic SAR Model
Supplementary Appendix Table S7 shows the results of spatial
autoregressive model. The coefficient rho is significantly
positive, indicating that the regions close to each other will
affect the local carbon emission intensity, which is not
conducive to the local carbon emission reduction. The
coefficient of digital economy is −11.4161, and the time lag
term is significantly positive. In terms of control variables,
industrial structure and energy consumption are significantly
positive, and economic level and residents’ income are
significantly negative, which is also consistent with the
results of benchmark regression. Columns 3–5 of
Supplementary Appendix Table S7 decompose the spatial
effects. From the results, digital economy, time lag term of
carbon emission intensity, industrial structure, economic
level, resident’s income and energy consumption have
significant direct and indirect effects on carbon emission
intensity, and the direct effects are greater than the indirect
effects.

4.5 Dynamic Panel Threshold Model
The threshold regression results of scientific and
technological innovation as threshold variables are shown

FIGURE 3 | Distribution map of digital economy index in 2013.
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in Supplementary Appendix Table S8models (1)–(4). When
scientific and technological innovation is lower than 0.0120, the
digital economy index is not significant. While scientific and
technological innovation is higher than 0.0120, the digital
economy coefficient is −12.5949, indicating that for each unit of
digital economy, the carbon emission intensity will be reduced by
12.5949 units. From the perspective of decomposition indicators, the
digital infrastructure coefficient is significantly −28.1199 when the
scientific and technological innovation is greater than 0.0120, and the
digital transaction coefficient is significantly −20.5690 when the
scientific and technological innovation is greater than 0.0120. The
digital inclusive coefficient is not significant before and after threshold
IN. From the specific value, the provinces with scientific and
technological innovation less than 0.0120 are mainly distributed in
western regions such as Qinghai and Gansu. The scientific and
technological level is limited, which restricts the role of digital
economy. It is urgent for these regions to actively introduce
scientific and technological means from other regions to promote
the matching of regional scientific and technological level with digital
economy, so as to use digital advantages fully.

The threshold regression results of environmental
regulation as a threshold variable are shown in
Supplementary Appendix Table S8 models (5)–(8). When
the environmental regulation is lower than 0.0115, the digital
economy coefficient is significantly −12.2024. When the
environmental regulation is higher than 0.0115, the digital
economy is significantly −23.4579. The bias effect before and

after the threshold value has increased. More stringent
environmental regulation policies need to cooperate with
green production methods to achieve the purpose of
environmental protection, and the digital economy meets
this requirement well. Under the relevant regulatory
policies of the government, the digital economy leverages
its own advantages and uses technologies such as Big Data
and Blockchain to achieve high utilization of enterprise
resources, save the cost of management and sales, escort
the building of smart enterprises, and then contribute to
regional carbon emission reduction. From the perspective
of decomposition indicators, the partial effects of digital
infrastructure and digital transactions before and after the
threshold have increased and have always been significant.
For digital inclusive level, the coefficient is significantly
−5.3119 after crossing the environmental regulation
threshold of 0.0115. After enterprises are burdened with
more stringent environmental regulation policies, they
either actively or passively choose digital technology and
use digital platforms to realize business processes such as
negotiation and transaction. Office workers are used to
digital office imperceptibly, realizing a virtuous cycle of
emission reduction. However, it is worth noting that the
threshold value in model (8) is 0.0133, which is greater
than the threshold value in models (5)–(7), indicating that
digital transactions can play a full role only under higher-
level environmental regulation measures.

FIGURE 4 | Distribution map of digital economy index in 2019.
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5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Theoretical Significance
Starting from the background of the carbon peak and carbon
neutralization goals, and based on the samples of 30 provincial
panel data from 2013 to 2019, this paper focuses on exploring the
theoretical mechanism of digital economy, a new way of carbon
emission reduction. Overall, previous studies paid less attention to the
relationship between digital economy and carbon emissions. Most of
the existing literature focused on the current situation and impact of
digital economy (Chen et al., 2022; Xue et al., 2022) and the driving
factors of carbon emissions. In the past two years, a few pieces of
literature have begun to study the carbon emission reduction effect of
digital economy (Ma et al., 2022). However, it is worth noting that the
existing research focuses on the intermediary effect and spatial effect.
Based on existing literature, this paper not only measures the spatial
effect of carbon emissions, but also focuses on the regional
heterogeneity and threshold effect of the impact of digital
economy on carbon emissions.

5.2 Practical Significance
First of all, China should continue to improve the construction of
digital infrastructure and create a green production and living
system. China should accelerate the construction of 5G base
stations comprehensively, promote the carbon emission
monitoring platform nationwide, and realize the “cloud
prevention and control” of carbon emission through intelligent
means such as UAV patrol. China should publicize the concept of
green consumption by using digital platform, customize
personalized green services by using VR and Big Data
technology, improve customers’ green service experience and
build a green smart city. Secondly, enterprises should continue
to promote the reform and innovation of digital technology and
achieve breakthroughs in low-carbon technology and new energy
technology. Enterprises should take the initiative to carry out
digital technology reform. At present, enterprises have obtained
the ability to use the Internet for production and marketing
activities; however, very few enterprises can use artificial
intelligence such as Machine Learning to realize product
production and marketing analysis. Besides, enterprises should
continue to explore carbon emission reduction technologies,
formulate carbon sequestration measures according to local
conditions through data analysis, and use 3S technology to
find renewable energy that can replace fossil energy, so as to
curb carbon emissions from the source of energy utilization.
Thirdly, based on regional heterogeneity, the government
reasonably formulates relevant policies and exerts to the
government’s regulatory role through a series of policy
combinations (Rogge and Schleich, 2018). The government
should use digital technology to accurately identify and
actively help high pollution enterprises. In addition, the
government can take the lead in introducing experts and
scholars to carry out seminars and courses on digital emission
reduction technology, so as to promote the implementation of
digital technology in the production process of enterprises. The
government should formulate targeted emission reduction targets

and policies. While monitoring carbon emissions in real-time, the
government should take the initiative to coordinate carbon
emission transactions between enterprises that have excess
emission and enterprises that fail to meet the quota, so as to
achieve the overall carbon emission standard of enterprises.

5.3 Limitations and Future Research
Directions
This study has some potential limitations. Firstly, this paper is
based on China’s provincial panel data and we acknowledge that
there are some limitations in sample size. And this study may
ignore the reduction effect of the digital economy carbon
emission in prefecture-level cities and even county-level cities.
Future research should pay more attention to the data of
prefecture level cities and county-level cities.

Secondly, the progress of the digital economy in various
countries is different. Therefore, it is difficult to generalize the
carbon emission reduction effect of the digital economy. Thus,
scholars should focus on survey data under different regions and
aim to broaden regional coverage in the future research.

Lastly, there is no unified standard to measure the level of digital
economy from the current literature. In future research, scholars can
focus on formulating recognized measurement standards to
accurately describe the development of digital economy.

6 CONCLUSION

Firstly, the overall carbon emission reduction across the country
has continued to improve in recent years. There may be a north-
south difference in carbon emission intensity due to the fact that
the north still uses coal-burning heating. In terms of the digital
economy, the digital economy level of all provinces in China has
steadily improved by 2019, and the digital economy level from
west to east in China has gradually increased. Secondly, the digital
economy has a significant inhibitory effect on the carbon
emission intensity. The improvement of residents’ income,
governmental investment, and economic development can
reduce the regional carbon emission intensity. Given the
regional heterogeneity, digital economy can play a more
critical role in reducing carbon emission in the middle and
eastern regions. Thirdly, after adding the time lag term of
carbon emission intensity, the impact coefficient of the digital
economy is still significant. At the same time, the decomposition
items of the digital economy: digital infrastructure level, digital
inclusive level, and digital transaction level are all conducive to
carbon emission reduction. Fourthly, carbon emission intensity
has an obvious spatial effect. Carbon emission in adjacent areas
will significantly inhibit local carbon emission reduction
activities, and the digital economy and control variables such
as industrial structure mainly affect carbon emission through
direct effect. Lastly, under the threshold of scientific and
technological innovation and environmental regulation, the
impact of digital economy on emission reduction is different.
For regions with low levels of scientific and technological
development, it is challenging for the digital economy to
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utilize its emission reduction advantages, and stricter
environmental regulations can cooperate with the digital
economy to reduce regional carbon emission.
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